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Abstract

In this paper, we analyze how male and female learners differ in their in-game behaviors, knowledge assessment outcomes, and STEM interest using the What-If Hypothetical Implementations using Minecraft (WHIMC). We also investigate how male and female learners’ self-reported levels of frustration and boredom relate to these outcomes. We examine in-game data, out-of-game assessment data, self-reported frustration and boredom, and results of the STEM interest questionnaire (SIQ) from 175 Grade 8 learners from a school in the Philippines. We found that male learners tend to explore more than female learners. Both genders learn more through more exploration, making more observations, and completing tasks, but only female learners benefit from having more idle time. Male learners had a higher increase in STEM interest compared to female learners, while there is no significant difference in assessment scores between the genders. This study also found that boredom and frustration have a negative impact on academic outcomes, behavior, and STEM interest, especially among female learners. Bored female learners tend to do less well on post-game assessments, explore less, and make fewer observations. Frustrated female learners tend to not complete the task. Female learners who expressed frustration or boredom tend to have a decreased interest in SIQ in the Interest category after playing WHIMC.
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Introduction

Minecraft is an open-ended, sandbox-type video game first launched in 2009 (Bitner, 2021). It is open-ended in that it gives players freedom in exploring the environment and players can also mine resources and craft or build objects, often in collaboration with other players. Having reached 140 million active players in 2021, it is one of the most popular games of
all time (Sinclair, 2021). It is no surprise therefore that Minecraft has found its way into education as a platform to demonstrate concepts that might otherwise be abstract.

Open-ended games like Minecraft typically do not enforce a learning sequence. Learners have the freedom to choose what tasks to complete and in what sequence. Among the many challenges in using a game like Minecraft as a learning platform is that of assessment. How can we determine whether students are learning and what they have learned? How can we assess students’ experience of the learning process? How do individual differences such as gender influence both what was learned and the learning experience?

Gender difference is a significant factor affecting learning outcomes in game-based learning (Parakseva et al. 2010). Ünlüsoy et al. (2010) found that males outperformed females in learning abilities in game-based learning. Peters et al. (2021) found that male learners were more likely to have better ability scores in game-based learning particularly in Minecraft than female learners. Other previous studies found that female students outperformed male students in achievement and engagement (Khan et al., 2017; Lukosch et al., 2017). In addition, the gender differences become more significant when considering the role of affect, because females and males have different patterns of affective states and behavior in game-based learning which may also affect their STEM interest (Chiu, 2020). Glynn et al. (2006) found that there is a stronger relationship between affect and both achievement and participation in advanced STEM studies for female students than for male students. Chiu (2020) found that female learners were more likely to study STEM when they experienced less boredom and more off-task behavior, and male learners were more likely to study STEM when they felt less frustration and were more concentrated.

Prior work that investigated gender differences in learners’ behaviors and outcomes in game-based learning including Minecraft are limited to behaviors such as time spent on gameplay and being off-task and these studies have only used out-of-game data in identifying learners’ behavior. In addition, there is little work on analyzing gender differences in Minecraft.

In this study, we investigate gender differences in in-game behaviors of students in Minecraft, an open-ended, less-structured game. We also investigate gender differences in knowledge assessment outcomes and STEM interest of the learners. We also investigate how male and female learners’ self-reported levels of frustration and boredom relate to some of these outcomes. Our specific research questions are as follows:

RQ1: How do the in-game behaviors of male and female learners differ?
RQ2: How do the assessment outcomes of male and female learners differ?
RQ3: How does the change in STEM interest of male and female learners differ after using WHIMC?
RQ4: What is the relationship between the in-game behaviors and assessment outcomes of male and female learners?
RQ5: What is the relationship between the learners’ self-reported frustration and boredom and their assessment outcomes of male and female learners?
RQ6: How do in-game behaviors of the male and female learners who self-reported frustration and boredom differ from those who did not?
RQ7: How does the change in STEM interest of the male and female learners who self-reported frustration and boredom differ from those who did not?

Related literature

Game-based learning refers to the use of digital games for educational purposes. Educators leverage on games’ ability to strike a balance between teaching/learning and fun gaming is a characteristic leveraged by educators to support the learning process (Prensky, 2003). Games used for education can act as rich primers for engaged learning and have been reported as effective in improving learning outcomes (Yu, 2019). Game-based learning environments have become popular learning tools because of their potential to deliver knowledge while keeping the experience fun for the learners (All et al., 2016). Playing educational games generates positive moods which then enhances interest, resulting in improved learning performance (Kang et al., 2017).

Minecraft

One category of game-based learning is the exploratory learning environment. This refers to software or platforms that provide learners with the freedom to discover and experiment with concepts and ideas on their own, within the context of the game (Mavrikis et al., 2016). One type of exploratory learning environment presents learners with a virtual world or simulation and encourages learners to interact with elements of this world to achieve goals, solve problems, or deepen their understanding of otherwise abstract concepts. Learners are actively engaged in the learning process which motivates them to learn. Minecraft is an example of an exploratory learning environment. As mentioned in the introduction, Minecraft is a sandbox-type game that provides players autonomy on how to do the tasks in the learning environment (Felecia, 2020). Over the last decade, Minecraft has been utilized by educators as a tool to teach subjects like math, science, social science, and language (Baek et al., 2020; Felecia, 2020; Manahan & Rodrigo, 2022) that can help students develop critical thinking skills, problem-solving abilities, and creativity while also making learning fun and interactive.

WHIMC

What-If Hypothetical Implementations in Minecraft (WHIMC; https://whimcproject.web.illinois.edu/) is a set of simulations that learners can explore in order to learn more about science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM)
(WHIMC, n.d). It is composed of a Rocket Launch Facility on Earth, Lunar Base LeGuin, a Space Station, alternate versions of Earth, exoplanets, and others. The Rocket Launch Facility is modeled after that of NASA. Here, learners can visit mission control and Mars rover test sites as well as talk to simulated NASA scientists. Lunar Base LeGuin is a tutorial level in which learners practice using in-game science tools to measure and record temperature, oxygen, pressure, and wind speed. The Space Station includes an unaltered version of Earth in which learners practice making different kinds of observations. The Space Station is also the jump-off hub from which learners travel to different worlds.

WHIMC utilizes Minecraft Java Edition as an interactive learning environment for students to explore the alternate versions of Earth using “what-if?” scenarios. For example, what if Earth had no moon (See Figure 1)? There would be no seasons, days would be shorter, and winds would be stronger. What if Earth was tilted by 90 degrees, that is, with the North Pole pointed towards the sun? There would be very different day/night cycles. What if Earth had a slightly colder sun? Water might only be able to exist in liquid form in a limited strip of green, and this is where we would all be forced to live. The alternate versions of Earth present learners with opportunities to observe the planet under altered conditions. Although the worlds are fictional, they are created in consultation with scientists. They accurately depict conditions on Earth under these circumstances.

In each of these alternate Earths, learners explore the terrain, describe the environment, report observations about how life on Earth is affected by these circumstances, and possibly create habitats that will enable them to survive. By immersing learners in these activities, WHIMC hopes to generate interest in and excitement for STEM among participating learners. Lane et al. (2022) investigated data from learners who participated in a summer camp that incorporated WHIMC and found that the learners’ interest in STEM was triggered by their learning experiences in the game.

![Fig. 1 Earth with No Moon](image-url)
Assessing learning experiences in game-based learning

One of the challenges in using exploratory learning environments is that of assessment. Game environments such as Minecraft allow students to employ a wide range of approaches to achieve goals. Hence, a single problem may have multiple solutions and multiple correct answers, if solutions and right answers exist at all.

Minecraft activities are typically evaluated through assessment methods such as pre- and post-tests (Tangkui & Keong, 2021), self-reports (Callaghan, 2016; Melián Díaz et al., 2020), and observations by teachers or researchers (Callaghan, 2016). Some researchers suggested the use of game analytics, that analyzes in-game data, to offer insights into the learning process (Horn et al., 2016). In-game data can provide insight regarding students’ achievement, behavior, emotional responses to the game, and STEM interest.

In the context of WHIMC specifically, previous studies have attempted to assess students’ learning experiences using in-game and out-of-game data, contributing both to methods of analysis and insights regarding indicators of student outcomes. With regards to the former, Mahajan et al. (2021) made use of computer vision and natural language processing to assess the accuracy of learner observations and descriptions of science-related images. Hum et al. (2022) used Bayesian Knowledge Tracing (BKT) to assess the structure and skill level of learners’ scientific observations. With regards to the latter, researchers have found that learner traversals correlate with assessment outcomes early in gameplay (Esclamado & Rodrigo, 2022), and STEM interest relates to student assessment outcomes (Casano & Rodrigo, 2022) and influences the scientific observations made by the learners (Gadbury & Lane, 2022).

Gender and affect in game-based learning

Researchers have also examined how other factors such as emotions and gender influence student outcomes. Sabourin and Lester (2014) found that frustration and boredom are among the most frequent emotional states in open-ended learning. Frustration is an emotion that results from interference that prevents achievement of a goal (Rajendran et al., 2013). Boredom, on the other hand, occurs when individuals experience low arousal and dissatisfaction or disinterest in response to low arousal (Vogel-Walcutt et al., 2012). Previous work found that frustration, boredom, and other negative emotions are associated with negative learning and behavioral outcomes (Liu et al., 2013; Sabourin & Lester, 2014; Tze et al., 2015). For example, frustrated students tend to have a history of incorrect actions and help requests. Bored students tend to work slowly (Baker et al., 2012), have more idle time which is also an indicator of off-task behavior (Pardos et al., 2014), give up on a task (Andres et al., 2015), or engage in non-learning behaviors such as gaming the system (Baker et al., 2010). In the context of WHIMC, Esclamado et al. (2022) analyzed the relationship between behavioral and achievement outcomes and self-reported frustration.
and boredom levels of students (Esclamado et al., 2022). They found that bored learners tended to have lower assessment outcomes and students who expressed boredom or frustration tended to demonstrate minimal engagement with STEM.

According to Riding and Grimley (1999), gender difference has an impact on performance in game-based learning. One key factor is that males and females have different approaches in receiving and processing information. They suggested that females tend to have a more thorough understanding of information as they are willing to take the time to process information and link the received information to existing knowledge. On the other hand, males may have a more superficial understanding of new information but are able to process more information than females. This difference is reflected in their game-based learning behaviors. Females prefer exploratory games while males prefer games that involve strategy and direct instructions from the system. Homer et al. (2012) also found that male learners prefer action games while female learners prefer to play virtual or simulation and puzzle games. Females also tend to prefer autonomous learning while men view digital games as a way to socialize and develop skills, which is why males are more engaged in game-based learning. Homer et al. (2012) found that male learners tend to be more engaged in digital-based learning and usually they spent more time on gameplay than female learners. Hamlen investigated the relationship between success in gameplay and time spent playing games in a study on gender difference, with the assumption that more time spent playing could lead to success in gameplay (Hamlen, 2010).

Gender difference in game-based learning affects learning outcomes (Dorji et al., 2015). A previous study found that males outperformed females in learning abilities in game-based learning since males were more interested in digital games (Ünlüsoy et al., 2010). Other previous studies found that female students outperformed male students in achievement and engagement (Khan et al., 2017; Lukosch et al., 2017).

Females and males may also have different patterns of affective states and behavior in game-based learning which may also affect their STEM interest. Chiu (2020) found that female learners were more likely to study STEM when they experienced less boredom and more off-task behavior, and male learners were more likely to study STEM when they felt less frustration and were more concentrated (Chiu, 2020).

While Minecraft is popular among both boys and girls, several studies have shown that more boys than girls played the game. Beavis et al. (2014) and Marsh et al. (2015) found that boys were more likely to play Minecraft and spent more time playing the game than girls. Peters et al. (2021) found that male learners were more likely to have better ability scores in Minecraft than female learners. Hughes et al. (2021) found no significant differences in achievement by gender.
Summary

Prior work has identified differences among male and female learners’ behaviors and outcomes in open-ended learning environments in general and Minecraft in particular. However, our review of the literature finds that these studies are limited to gender differences in behaviors such as time spent on gameplay and being off-task. The studies that have examined gender differences in behavior such as being off-task have only used out-of-game data in identifying this behavior. There is little work on analyzing gender differences in Minecraft. With regards to WHIMC specifically, we did not find any previous studies that investigated gender differences in learners’ achievement and learning experiences. We therefore hope to contribute to filling these gaps by examining the differences in in-game behavior, knowledge assessment, and STEM interest between male and female learners using WHIMC. We included several features for the in-game behavior such as exploration features and features which are indicators of off-task behavior. Additionally, we explore how the self-reported levels of frustration and boredom of male and female learners are related to these outcomes.

Methods

The study used a quantitative method to analyze the difference in in-game behaviors, assessment outcomes, and STEM interest between male and female learners using WHIMC. It also aimed to examine the difference in these outcomes among learners who expressed frustration or boredom and those who did not, both male and female. Quantitative data were gathered from knowledge assessments, and from the results of the Game Experience Questionnaire (GEQ) and the STEM interest questionnaire (SIQ). In addition, quantitative data representing students’ in-game behaviors in WHIMC were derived from the interaction logs. We performed quantitative analysis of the male and female learners’ in-game behaviors, assessment outcomes, and change in STEM interest after using WHIMC to determine the gender difference on these outcomes. We also performed quantitative analysis to compare these outcomes between learners who expressed feelings of frustration or boredom and those who did not, examining the differences in these outcomes among both male and female learners based on their reported levels of frustration and boredom.

Participants

The data analyzed for this paper consisted of in-game data, out-of-game assessment data, and results of the Game Experience Questionnaire (GEQ) and STEM interest questionnaire (SIQ) from 175 Grade 8 learners, 13 to 15 years old, from a school in the Philippines. There were 77 male learners and 98 female learners.
Data collection procedures

Partner teachers from the school developed two (2) learning modules that integrated the use of WHIMC in classroom lessons about biotic/abiotic components of the environment and adaptation.

WHIMC is instrumented to collect data about learner actions as they use the game. WHIMC logs learner positions in intervals of 6 seconds as they explore the game, or whenever the learner makes an observation or access a science tool. Details of the interaction logs included the timestamp, coordinates, the world explored, observations made, and the science tool used.

Knowledge was assessed out-of-game, after every module, using teacher-constructed quizzes. These quizzes consisted of objective questions and short essay questions. This paper does not analyze the validity of these quizzes. Rather, it relies on the test scores provided by the teacher.

The GEQ assessed players’ levels of immersion, challenge, and negative / positive affect among others. The GEQ instrument used in this study is an abridged version of the instrument developed by IJsselsteijn et al. (2013). Two (2) items from GEQ: “I felt frustrated” and “I felt bored”, were used for the data on student self-reported frustration and boredom respectively.

The SIQ is an instrument that is used to describe and measure the propensity of pursuing (or not pursuing) a career in STEM (see Table 1). Questions in the SIQ assessed students’ self-efficacy as well as how they regarded the relevance and usefulness of science.

At the start of the data collection, the students were asked to answer the SIQ. They then explored WHIMC, following the instructions in the teacher-prepared learning modules. After the exploration, the learners answered the knowledge assessment, the GEQ, and the SIQ again.

Table 1 Items in SIQ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCCT Constructs</th>
<th>SIQ Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-Efficacy (SE)</td>
<td>SE1 I know I can do well in science.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE2 I think Science is challenging to learn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome Expectations (OE)</td>
<td>OE1 After I finish high school, I will use Science often.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OE2 I believe that I can use Math and Science to solve problems in the future.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interests (IN)</td>
<td>IN1 I enjoy Science activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IN2 I enjoy solving Science and Math problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice Goals (CG)</td>
<td>CG1 Learning Science will help me get a good job.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CG2 Knowing how to use Math and Science together will help me to invent useful things.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CG3 Understanding engineering is not important for my career.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice Actions (CA)</td>
<td>CA I try to get a good grade in science because I have an interest in science jobs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data analysis

We started the analysis by first dividing the learners into two groups: male and female learners. There were 77 male learners and 98 female learners.

We then focused our study of in-game behavior on time spent, idle time, distance traveled, area covered, average slope, number of observations, and task completion. Table 2 shows these in-game behaviors and their description.

The time spent and idle time were based on the behaviors in game-based learning that were investigated in prior studies (Hamlen, 2010; Pardos et al., 2014). In WHIMC, learners are expected to explore the environment before making observations, so exploration behaviors were also among the in-game behaviors considered in this study such as distance traveled, area covered, and average slope. The number of observations and task completion were also included since these are important indicators of the performance of the learners in WHIMC.

Based on the interaction logs, we generated the time sequences of learner explorations within WHIMC of each learner. The time sequence indicates the different worlds explored for the whole duration of the module use and the time spent in each world. The total time spent was computed by adding all the time spent in each exploration in the time sequence.

Idle time was defined as disengaging from the learning environment. It was operationalized as the time during which the learner stayed at a location point, with no change in distance traveled and no other activity, i.e., accessing science tools or making an observation.

For the distance traveled, area covered and average slope, we used the logs of location points on a particular WHIMC world – Lunar Base LeQuin which was an assigned world for Module 1 to be explored. We treated successive pairs of location points in the logs as line segments. Using the Euclidean distance, we calculated the total distance traveled by each learner adding all distances of all segments of the learner’s path.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In-game behavior</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time spent</td>
<td>The total time spent in exploration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idle time</td>
<td>The time during which the learner stayed at a location point, with no change in distance traveled and no other activity, i.e., accessing science tools or making an observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance traveled</td>
<td>The total distance traveled in a WHIMC world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area covered</td>
<td>The total area covered during exploration in a WHIMC world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average slope</td>
<td>The average value of the slopes between the cumulative distance traveled by each learner in one-minute intervals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of observations</td>
<td>Total number of observations made for the two modules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task completion</td>
<td>Whether the missions per module were completed or not</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To get the value for the area covered by the learner, we determined the smallest convex polygon that contains all locations that the learner visited, i.e., the convex hull, using the Jarvis March algorithm. Based on these convex hulls, we computed the area that each learner explored.

To get the value for the average slope, we calculated the cumulative distance traveled by each learner in one-minute intervals. We also calculated the slopes between one-minute intervals and then calculated the average slope for each learner to determine how the learner explored the worlds. Lower values of the average slope mean there is a small change in the cumulative distance.

The number of observations made by each learner is the total number of observations made for the two modules.

Task completion refers to whether the missions per module were completed or not. The value of the task completion per module is determined based on the list of conditions to be met for each module (see Table 3) to indicate that the task per module is completed. These conditions were based on the learning modules.

To determine how the in-game behaviors, assessment outcomes, and the change in STEM interests of male and female learners differ, we used two-sample t-tests and the results were used to answer RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3 respectively. To answer RQ4, we then correlated the parameters of in-game behaviors with learners’ assessment scores of male and female learners to determine the relationship between students’ behavior and how much they learned using Pearson correlation.

The GEQ used Likert scale thus self-reported frustration and boredom were treated as ordinal data. To answer RQ5, the Spearman correlation was used to determine the relationship between students’ self-reported frustration and boredom and assessment scores of male and female learners.

Then, we used two-sample t-tests to determine how the in-game behaviors and the change in STEM interests of male and female learners who self-reported frustration and boredom differ from those who did not. The results were used to answer RQ6 and RQ7 respectively.

For self-reported frustration, we separated the learners into two groups: the first group was those learners who answered, “not at all” on the GEQ item “I felt frustrated” and the second

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>List of conditions to be met to indicate that task is completed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Module 1</td>
<td>Task completion (Task is completed if all conditions are met)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module 1</td>
<td>1, if learner explored Lunar Base Le Guin and Observation Training area and made observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0, otherwise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module 2</td>
<td>1, if learner explored No Moon and Colder Sun worlds and used science tools, and explored Tilted Earth worlds and made observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0, otherwise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Results

RQ1: How do the in-game behaviors of male and female learners differ?

For in-game behaviors, there were marginally significant differences in the distance traveled ($t(136) = 1.98, p = .05$) and area covered ($t(136) = 1.79, p = .08$) between the male and female learners. In Figure 2, it is shown that male learners have higher values of...
distance and area that implies that male learners traveled greater distances and covered a larger area during exploration compared to female learners. Figure 3 illustrates the convex hulls that enclose the area explored by the male (blue) and female (magenta) learners. It shows that most of the male learners explored larger areas compared to the female learners.

**RQ2: How do the assessment outcomes of male and female learners differ?**

In Figure 4, it is shown that the mean value of the assessment scores of the female learners was higher than the male learners but the difference was not significant ($t(173) = -1.37$, $p = .17$).

![Convex hulls to enclose the area of exploration of male (blue) and female (magenta) learners in a WHIMC world](image1)

![Comparison of assessment scores between male and female learners](image2)
RQ3: How does the change in STEM interest of male and female learners differ after using WHIMC?

Figure 5 shows that the change in the average SIQ of male learners was higher compared to the female learners and the result was marginally significant ($t(173) = 1.7, p = .09$). In the category of Self-Efficacy, the change in SIQ of the male learners was higher than the female learners and the result was also marginally significant ($t(173) = 1.65, p = .09$). These suggest that male learners had a higher increase in STEM interest after using WHIMC compared to the female learners.

RQ4: What is the relationship between the in-game behaviors and assessment outcomes of male and female learners?

For all learners, we found significant positive correlations (see Figure 6) between the time spent ($r = .38, p < .001$), idle time ($r = .28, p < .001$), number of observations ($r = .32, p = .001$), and task completion for the two modules and their assessment scores ($r = .4, p = .001$ and $r = .22, p = .05$). Similar findings can be seen among female learners since based on the results, there were significant positive correlations (see Figure 8) between the time spent ($r = .38, p = .001$), idle time ($r = .32, p = .003$), number of observations ($r = .37, p < .001$), and task completion for module 1 ($r = .45, p = .001$) and their

Note. Legend: shaded dark gray = $p \leq .05 \rightarrow$ result was significant
shaded light gray = $.05 < p < .1 \rightarrow$ result was marginally significant

Fig. 5 Comparison of change in STEM interest between male and female learners
assessment scores. There was also a marginally significant positive correlation between task completion for module 2 and the assessment score for female learners ($r = .27, p = .06$). On the other hand, for male learners, significant positive correlations (see Figure 7) can only be found between time spent ($r = .37, p < .001$) and number of observations ($r = .26, p = .025$), and the assessment scores and a marginally significant positive correlation between task completion for module 1 ($r = .32, p = .07$) and the assessment scores. These suggest that students learned more if they spent more time in exploration, had more idle time, made more observations, and completed the tasks and these were more common among female learners. Male learners learned more if they spent more time in the exploration, made more observations, and completed tasks. Based on the results, female learners learned more if they have more idle time compared to male learners.

![Fig. 6 Results of correlation between parameters of in-game behavior and assessment scores of all learners](image)

![Fig. 7 Results of correlation between parameters of in-game behavior and assessment scores of male learners](image)
RQ5: What is the relationship between the learners’ self-reported frustration and boredom and their assessment outcomes of male and female learners?

There were no significant correlations between frustration and assessment scores, but we found a significant negative correlation (see Table 4) between boredom and assessment scores for all learners, and this was also marginally significant for the female learners. This suggests that bored learners learned less, and this is more common among female learners.

RQ6: How do in-game behaviors of the male and female learners who self-reported frustration and boredom differ from those who did not?

For all learners, the task completion of module 1 of those who self-reported frustration was lower than of those who did not express frustration (see Figure 9) and the difference was marginally significant ($t(80) = -1.77, p = .08$). For female learners (see Figure 10), this difference was significant ($t(47) = -2.69, p = .01$). On the other hand, for male learners there was no significant difference in the in-game behaviors between those who self-reported frustration and those who did not (see Figure 10). These suggest that frustrated learners, especially female learners, tend to not complete the tasks.

Table 4 Results of correlation between self-reported frustration and boredom and assessment scores of the learners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All participants (N=175)</th>
<th>Male (N=77)</th>
<th>Female (N=98)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frustration and assessment score</td>
<td>$r = -.07, p = .33$</td>
<td>$r = -.11, p = .33$</td>
<td>$r = -.05, p = .61$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boredom and assessment score</td>
<td>$r = -.17, p = .03$</td>
<td>$r = -.13, p = .28$</td>
<td>$r = -.19, p = .06$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note. Legend: shaded dark gray = $p \leq .05$ → result was significant
shaded light gray = $.05 < p < .1$ → result was marginally significant

Fig. 9 Comparison of in-game behaviors of learners between those who self-reported no frustration and those learners who self-reported frustration.
For all learners, there was no significant difference in the in-game behaviors between those who self-reported boredom and those who did not (see Figure 11). For male learners, idle time of those who self-reported boredom was higher than of those who did not (see Figure 12) and the difference was marginally significant ($t(64) = 1.88, p = .06$). For female learners, the distance traveled ($t(75) = -1.96, p = .05$), area covered ($t(75) = -2.17, p = .03$), and number of observations ($t(96) = -2.3, p = .02$) of those who self-reported boredom were significantly lower than of those who did not express boredom. These suggest that bored male learners tend to have more idle time compared to those who did not express boredom. On the other hand, bored female learners tend to travel less, cover smaller area, and make fewer observations compared to those who did not express boredom.
Fig. 11 Comparison of in-game behaviors of learners between those who self-reported no boredom and those learners who self-reported boredom
RQ7: How does the change in STEM interest of the male and female learners who self-reported frustration and boredom differ from those who did not?

For all learners, we found no significant difference in the change in SIQ between those who self-reported frustration or boredom and those who did not (see Figures 13 and 15). There was also no significant difference in the change in SIQ between those who self-report...
reported frustration or boredom and those who did not among the male learners (see Figures 14 and 16). For the female learners, we found that the change in SIQ in the Interest category of those who self-reported frustration was lower compared to female learners who did not express frustration (see Figure 14) and the result was marginally significant. We also found that the change in SIQ in the Interest category of those who self-reported boredom was significantly lower compared to those who did not express boredom (see Figure 16). This implies that female learners who were frustrated or bored tend to have a decreased interest in STEM after playing WHIMC.
Note. Legend: shaded dark gray = $p \leq .05$ → result was significant
shaded light gray = $.05 < p < .1$ → result was marginally significant

Fig. 14 Comparison of change in STEM interest of male and female learners between those who self-reported no frustration and those learners who self-reported frustration

Note. Legend: shaded dark gray = $p \leq .05$ → result was significant
shaded light gray = $.05 < p < .1$ → result was marginally significant

Fig. 15 Comparison of change in STEM interest of learners between those who self-reported no boredom and those learners who self-reported boredom
Exploratory learning environments such as Minecraft have gained popularity in recent years due to their potential to promote creativity, critical thinking and problem-solving skills. However, assessing student learning and the learning experience in such environments can be challenging. Prior works have examined various assessment tools such as self-reporting (Callaghan, 2016; Melián Díaz et al., 2020), knowledge assessment (Tangkui & Keong, 2021), observations (Callaghan, 2016), and learning analytics to analyze the learning experience of the learners (Horn et al., 2016). Using these tools, we can collect data such as learners’ achievement, behavior, emotional responses to the game, and STEM interest which are key factors in assessing students’ learning.

Previous studies have investigated gender differences in learners’ behavior and outcomes in open-ended learning environments (Chiu, 2020; Khan et al., 2017; Lukosch et al., 2017; Ünlüsoy et al., 2010) and in Minecraft (Beavis et al., 2014; Hughes et al., 2021; Marsh et al. 2015; Mavoa et al., 2018; Peters et al., 2021). Most of these behaviors were identified using out-of-game data. Some studies reported significant differences in achievement, behavior, and learning experience between genders (Chiu, 2020; Khan et al., 2017;
Lukosch et al., 2017; Ünlüsoy et al., 2010). On the other hand, a prior study reported no significant difference in achievement between genders (Hughes et al., 2021). Prior studies on gender difference of learners using Minecraft are limited and no prior studies have investigated gender differences in WHIMC regarding these outcomes.

In this paper, we presented an analysis of the difference in in-game behavior, knowledge assessments, and STEM interest of male and female learners and determined the gender differences between learners’ self-reported frustration and boredom with their behavior, knowledge assessments, and STEM interest.

We found that the in-game behaviors and change in STEM interest of male learners differ from the female learners. Male learners tend to travel more and cover a larger area of exploration compared to the female learners (RQ1) which resonates with prior research on gender difference that male learners tend to be more engaged in digital game-based learning and spent more time on gameplay (Homer et al., 2012). This may explain why they tend to travel more than female learners. After using WHIMC, male learners had a higher increase in STEM interest compared to the female learners (RQ3). Both male and female learners tend to learn more if they spent more time in exploration, made more observations and completed tasks but only the female learners tend to learn more if they have more idle time, which is an indicator of off-task behavior (RQ4). Prior research also found that female learners were more likely to study STEM if they are more off-task (Chiu, 2020). The propensity of the learners pursuing STEM may be also related to their performance. This may support why female learners tend to learn more if they have more idle time, an indicator of off-task behavior.

Prior research reported gender differences in performance in game-based learning. Some studies reported that male learners outperformed the female learners in achievement and engagement (Ünlüsoy et al., 2010) while some studies reported that female learners outperformed the male learners (Khan et al., 2017; Lukosch et al, 2017). However, in this paper we found no significant difference in the assessment outcomes between male and female learners (RQ2).

When we examined the relationship between learners’ frustration and boredom with their knowledge assessment outcomes, bored learners tended to have lower academic outcomes, and this is more common among female learners (RQ5). Frustrated learners, especially female learners, tend to not complete the tasks. Bored male learners tend to have more idle time compared to those who did not express boredom. Bored female learners tend to travel less, cover smaller area, and make fewer observations compared to those who did not express boredom (RQ6). Female learners who expressed frustration or boredom tend to have a decreased interest in SIQ in the Interest category after playing WHIMC (RQ7). These findings aligned with prior research showing that negative emotions such as frustration and boredom can have a detrimental effect on the behavior, achievement, and
STEM interest of male and female learners. Specifically, previous research has found that female learners who experienced boredom and male learners who experienced frustration were less likely to learn and study STEM (Chiu, 2020). The findings build on this by highlighting that frustration and boredom can have a negative impact on the behavior, performance, and STEM interest of learners in game-based learning environments, particularly among female learners. Therefore, it is important to consider how negative emotions may affect different genders in order to optimize learning outcomes.

**Conclusion**

The findings of this study highlight the importance of considering gender differences in learning behaviors and learning experience when designing game-based learning environments. For instance, teachers can encourage female learners to take more breaks and engage in off-task behavior, which has been found to enhance their performance and interest in STEM subjects. Game-based learning designers can also use these findings to consider the learning behaviors of both male and female learners. Educators should also be aware of the negative impact of negative emotions such as frustration and boredom on the learning outcomes of learners, especially female learners, and consider incorporating strategies to mitigate these negative emotions. Overall, these findings can help create a more effective and engaging game-based learning experience for learners of all genders.

**Limitations and future research**

The work presented in this paper is subject to several limitations. First, two (2) items from the Game Experience Questionnaire (GEQ): “I felt frustrated” and “I felt bored”, were used for the data on student self-reported frustration and boredom respectively. The items in the GEQ are used to measure the factors in a game that contribute to an engaging game experience which includes several dimensions of the player experience. In future work, considering other items from GEQ may provide more insights on gender differences. Second, the affect considered in this paper were frustration and boredom, which are among the most frequent emotional states in open-ended learning. Investigating other emotional states both positive and negative would provide more insights on how the male and female learners differ in terms of behavior, achievement, and STEM interest in these emotional states. Finally, it would also be interesting to perform some cross-cultural analysis on gender differences to compare data from Philippine learners against data of the learners from other countries.

**Abbreviations**

BKT: Bayesian Knowledge Tracing; GEQ: Game Experience Questionnaire; SIQ: STEM interest questionnaire; STEM: Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics; WHIMC: What-If Hypothetical Implementations using Minecraft.
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